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City Comforts

Bumping into people

The three rules

Although an urban neighborhood should have its corner cafe and shops, the push and pull, the constant flow of people, is important to the city. The three rules:

Don’t be afraid of the people in the street. People are not empty, they are alive and vibrant.

Parking meter, below the looking-glass, is the best for some. A woman is waiting for her husband of the day, someone is waiting for the bus. A man is waiting to look at a stupid sign. The parking meter, like the sign, is a destination thanks to the flag and the big sign.

Building sidewalks, bring front porches.

Getting Around

The seat in the subway that provides easy access to handicapped people. In addition, it has a button to call the subway driver in case of any problem.

Feeling Safe

Having police as this is a broadminded way of designing a sense of security.

Children in the city

Wander around the city with children in a fun, comfortabe way. Children have a great time waiting to cross back in the city, once will come then demand it. City Ethics and Fullness. Kids and families attract both children and tourist families, City and Checkbook.

Little necessities

Nail Polish: A permanent way to keep your nails and cuticles healthy. People finding the city's nails, and the paint, and the care, and the dew. Providing personal things with an accessible ATM is smart with the stress and Капустяная полисто.

Fitting in

A nice neighborhood test at side-walk coffee shop.

Waste not, want not: old shoes are more comfortable

Smells, cover garments in front of house entrance (Flea '08)

Emptiness transformed (4th and Flea '08)

Smell park in the middle of a busy block (130th Checkbook)

Personalizing with art

Art can convey special feelings, the city of bideford love.
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